Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The structure and behavior of a software system can be described by means of *software models*, using notations such as Alloy \[[@CR10]\], graph-based formalisms \[[@CR20]\] or UML/OCL \[[@CR17]\]. These notations describe software systems at a high level of abstraction, hiding implementation details while preserving its salient features. Analysing these models can reveal complex faults in the underlying systems.

In this analysis, the key assets for checking the correctness of software models are *model finders* \[[@CR8]\], tools capable of computing *instances* of a model that satisfy a set of constraints and properties of interest. Each model finder targets a particular modeling notation and uses a different reasoning engine, like search-based methods \[[@CR1], [@CR24]\], SAT \[[@CR10]\], SMT \[[@CR24], [@CR28]\] or constraint programming \[[@CR3]\].

For verification purposes, it is usually enough to search for one instance, which either proves or disproves the property of interest. However, for testing and validation purposes several instances are usually required to increase our confidence in the correctness of the model. It is highly desirable that those instances exhibit *diversity*, *i.e.*, distinct configurations of the system and interesting corner cases \[[@CR11]\]. Lack of diversity may make validation and testing more time consuming, as the analysis includes almost-duplicate instances that do not provide added value; and less effective, as the sample of instances may fail to include relevant scenarios.

Nevertheless, most model finders focus on efficiency and expressiveness of the input modeling notation, so few of them ensure diversity of the generated instances \[[@CR6], [@CR11], [@CR20], [@CR23], [@CR26]\]. In these few, diversity assurance is integrated into the solver: it guides the search process to look for diverse instances. However, this integration makes it harder to transfer the proposed methods to other solvers and notations. Thus, designers are limited in terms of expressiveness (*e.g.*, no support for integer or string attributes \[[@CR11], [@CR20], [@CR26]\] or dynamic properties \[[@CR6], [@CR11], [@CR23], [@CR24]\]) and cannot benefit from additional features provided by others model finders (*e.g.*, computation of minimal instances \[[@CR16]\] or support for max-satisfiability \[[@CR28]\]).

This paper proposes a method for distilling diverse instances in the model finder output based on the use of *clustering*. Instances are classified into categories according to their *similarity*, which is calculated using information about their *structure* (the existing objects and the links between them), *typing* (the specific type of each object) and *attribute values*. This calculation is based on the use of *graph kernels*, a family of methods for computing distances among graphs. Selecting a representative instance from each category ensures diversity while reducing testing and validation time, as redundant instances can be safely discarded. As a drawback, this method does not *force* the model finder to look for diverse instances, it only distills the most diverse ones.

Compared with related works, our approach offers the following advantages:It is independent of the solver used by the model finder (SAT, SMT, \...) and the modeling notation being analyzed (Alloy, UML/OCL, \...).It does not require manual intervention from the designer to define what kind of instances are "relevant" or when two instances are "similar".The similarity computation can be customized, *e.g.*, by selecting a trade-off between precision and accuracy.**Paper Organization.** The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} presents an overview of the method illustrated with a simple example. Then, we describe the three steps of our method: the *abstraction* process for transforming instances into graphs (Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}); *graph kernels* (Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}), the framework for computing similarities among graphs; and *clustering* algorithms that can use this similarity to build groups of related instances (Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}). Section [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} presents some experimental results of the application of this method. After that, Sect. [7](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} describes previous work on diversity and model finding. Finally, Sect. [8](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} outlines the conclusions and lines for future work.

Method Overview {#Sec2}
===============

Fig. 1.Overview of the method presented in this paper.

The overview of our approach for identifying diverse instances in model finder output is depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Our **input** is a set of instances computed by a model finder, and our **output** is a set of clusters grouping those instances according to their similarity. From this output, it is possible to select a representative instance for each cluster, *e.g.*, choosing the smallest instance.

The method can be divided into three steps: **Graph abstraction**: First, each instance is abstracted as a labeled graph, where labels store type and attribute value information and the underlying graph captures the objects and the links among them.**Graph kernel:** Then, the pairwise similarity among the *n* graphs is computed using a state-of-the-art labeled graph comparison technique. The result of this computation is a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_{ij}$$\end{document}$ provides information about the similarity between graphs *i* and *j*.**Clustering:** Finally, the similarity data is used by a clustering procedure to classify instances into groups of similar instances. The most suitable number of groups is determined by using *clustering validity indices*, which measure whether elements in the cluster are similar to each other and different from elements in other clusters. Fig. 2.Motivating example: (a) UML/OCL class diagram; (b) Sample instance; (c) Encoding of the instance as a labeled graph; (d) Graph shapes of the three clusters.

To illustrate how the method works and the type of results it can achieve, we will use the UML class diagram in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(a). This model describes the relationships between employees who work in or lead a department. There are two constraints regarding the salary, defined as OCL invariants: all salaries must be below a salary threshold and also below the salary of the department's director.

To be usable in practice, this model should be *strongly satisfiable* \[[@CR3]\]: it should have some instance where all integrity constraints are satisfied with each class having a non-empty population. In our example, the class diagram is satisfiable and a potential solution is the instance shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(b). Instances like this can then be used for validating and testing the UML/OCL model.

We have used the USE Model Validator \[[@CR12]\] to generate 25 valid instances for this model. By manually inspecting these instances, we can easily realize that most of them are very similar. A designer would be interested in a smaller and more diverse set of instances that gives the same or even more information as the 25 original ones. We explain next how this can be achieved with our method.

Applying our method, each object diagram is abstracted as a labeled graph. As an example, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(c) shows the abstraction for the object diagram in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(b). We then apply hierarchical clustering to our 25 graphs using the similarity information provided by a graph kernel algorithm. From the results, validity indices recommend choosing 3 clusters. Thus, we have discovered that out of the 25 instances, there are only 3 types of solutions worth considering. The common pattern in each cluster is depicted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(d).

Notice that one cluster identified by our method (the middle one) highlights a potential problem in the model: a department where the director works in another department. This is a corner case worth studying, to decide whether it should actually be allowed or it is a mistake in the model that needs to be fixed.

The following sections describe the different phases of our approach in detail.

Graph Abstraction {#Sec3}
=================

Depending on the model finder, instances have a different structure, *e.g.*, an object diagram, an enriched graph or a set of tuples. In order to take advantage of off-the-shelf graph comparison algorithms, we translate these instances into labeled undirected graphs. To this end, we define the vertices, edges and labels in the graph in terms of the original instance.

Intuitively, the vertices of the graph will describe the object elements in the instance, while the edges will describe the relationships among them. Labels are integer values assigned to vertices. Labels will be used to describe information such as the type of each element or the values of attributes that can, later on, help to establish whether a pair of vertices from two different graphs can be considered "equivalent".

The complexity of this step depends on the kind of output provided by the model finder. Our approach provides a specific solution for each type of output. As shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the abstraction of object diagrams is straightforward according to this pattern: objects and attributes becomes vertices, links become edges, and types and attribute values become labels. Similarly, the mapping from instances in graph-based modeling notations is also trivial: the vertices and edges of the original graph are preserved while the type of each element is used as a label for the corresponding vertex. Nevertheless, the transformation from the relational notation used by Alloy is more involved. Thus, we devote the remainder of this Section to formalize the abstraction of Alloy instances.

**Alloy Models.** An Alloy specification is defined as a collection of *signatures* and *constraints*, followed by a *command*.

Signatures (sig) describe the data in the model. Each signature has a unique name and represents a set of atoms, the base individuals in Alloy's logic. Signatures can have *fields* which take values for each atom of the signature. These values can be basic data types like integers, other signatures or complex values like functions or sets. Internally, these values are managed as *relations*, collections of tuples with the same *arity* (number of elements).

It is possible to define a hierarchy among signatures (extends). Moreover, fields and signatures may have *multiplicity constraints* limiting their population, *e.g.*, one or lone (zero or one). In addition to user-defined signatures, Alloy provides some *built-in signatures* to describe common data types such as booleans, integers, strings or sequences.

Regarding constraints, there are different types of constraint: *facts* (fact) describe invariants that should always hold; *assertions* (assert) state desired properties that should be checked; and *predicates* (pred) are reusable constraints where some elements are passed as parameters. Each constraint can be defined using a mixture of logical operators (*e.g.*, and, not or implies), relational operators (*e.g.*, dot join or transpose) and quantifiers (*e.g.*, all or some).

Finally, commands instruct the solver which constraint should be analyzed and the *scope* (number of atoms) that should considered for each signature. Command check searches for a counterexample of an assertion, while command run searches for an example of a predicate.

**Alloy Snapshots.** Executing a command with the Alloy Analyzer may yield two outcomes: either no instance within the scope satisfies the constraints or an instance has been found. Instances are called *snapshots* in the Alloy terminology.

An Alloy snapshot is defined by the following elements:A list of signatures, including both built-in and user-defined signatures.A list of relations, each one with a fixed arity *n*.A list of *free variables* in the model, *e.g.*, parameters of predicates and existentially quantified variables.For each signature, a set of atoms.For each relation with arity *n*, a set of tuples of *n* atoms.For each free variable with arity *n*, a *witness*, *i.e.*, a set of tuples of *n* atoms.

That is, when checking for a property with existential quantifiers, Alloy not only answers whether it is satisfied or not: if it holds, it also computes for which specific value of the quantified variable (the witness) the property holds.Fig. 3.Example of graph abstraction: (a) Alloy model; (b) Alloy snapshot in textual format; (c) Alloy snapshot depicted graphically; (d) Abstracted graph.

**From Snapshots to Graphs.** We need to define how to translate: (1) built-in signatures, (2) user-defined signatures and (3) relations. As witnesses are a special type of relation, we do not need to treat them separately.

Regarding built-in signatures, we need to make sure that each value will be given the same label in different snapshots: an integer like 7 and a string like "John" should be considered equal among different snapshots. Thus, the first step is traversing the set of snapshots being abstracted to construct a *vocabulary of values*. In this way, we compute a *unique label* for each value of a basic type.

**Built-in signatures:** We create a vertex for each atom in these signatures, plus a vertex for each built-in value (string, integer or sequence) used in the model. We label each vertex with the unique label for that built-in value.**User-defined signatures:** We create a vertex for each atom. It is labeled with its signature, *i.e.*, the innermost signature in the signature hierarchy where it belongs.**Relations:** We create a vertex *v* for each tuple, labeled with the name of the relation. Then, for each *i*-th element in the tuple, we create a vertex[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} labeled with *i* connected to both *v* and the vertex of the corresponding value.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of this abstraction process. The Alloy model in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(a) describes a DNS server lookup process. We want to validate the potential scenarios in this process, for instance, whether two names may resolve to the same IP address. To do that, Alloy finds example instances, highlighting the offending names (n1 and n2) and DNS (d). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(b) and (c) show one sample Alloy instance in textual and graphical format. The corresponding graph abstraction is depicted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(d). For clarity, vertices are depicted in a different shape according to their origin: circles for atoms; rectangles for relations (white) and positions within relations (grayed); and hexagons for witnesses.

**Abstraction and Diversity.** Some approaches aimed at achieving diversity use *uniform sampling* \[[@CR5], [@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR18]\] as their goal: achieving a uniform distribution among solutions. Nevertheless, the desired notion of diversity may be more complex (a target probability distribution, a partition into meaningful classes), and specific to a domain or even a particular problem \[[@CR6], [@CR24]\]. In the following, we discuss how this information about the desired type of diversity can be integrated in the graph abstraction process with very few changes.

For example, let us consider the specification of a banking system. From our domain knowledge, it seems reasonable to think that the name of the owner an account is not very relevant: if there are 10 clients in our system, the fact that all of them are called "John Smith" might not be problematic. Thus, the name of the owner could be abstracted away in our graph representation, *i.e.* remove from the graph the vertices related to this particular attribute. On the other hand, focusing on the balance of an account, we might be interested in considering accounts with a positive, negative and zero balance. In this case, we are not interested in specific values for the balance, only if they fit in these three categories. In our graph abstraction, this situation can be modeled by using these categories (instead of the integer value) as the label for the vertex.

Graph Kernels {#Sec4}
=============

There are different ways to compare a pair of graphs and establish the degree of similarity between them. For instance, the *edit distance* measures the number of atomic changes required to transform one graph into the other. An alternative is checking for *isomorphism*[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} between the whole graphs or their subgraphs. However, these approaches have a high computational complexity and may be unsuitable for comparing large graphs or sizable collections of graphs.

An alternative approach is taken by graph kernels \[[@CR7], [@CR27]\], a family of methods for measuring the (dis)similarity among pairs of graphs. Rather than computing an exact measure for similarity, kernels aim to provide an efficient approximation that can be computed efficiently but still captures relevant topological information about the graphs. A typical approach is counting the number of matching substructures within the graphs, like paths, subtrees or subgraphs. In this work, we have used the Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel \[[@CR22]\], as it has been shown to provide good precision with an efficient computation in a variety of domains \[[@CR13], [@CR22]\].

Algorithm 1 describes the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) kernel. The procedure computes the distance between a pair of graphs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$ by counting the number of common subtrees up to height *h*. To avoid enumerating subtrees explicitly, a characteristic label is computed for each subtree. This label is constructed iteratively: each iteration *i* computes the label for the tree of height *i* rooted in each node *v* ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {label}(i,v)$$\end{document}$). Iteration 0 (line 11) uses the original labels in the graph. Then, each iteration *i* (lines 14--21) assigns a label to each vertex *v* by combining the labels of *v* and its adjacent vertices in iteration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i-1$$\end{document}$. Finally, the distance between the pair of graphs is computed by counting the original labels (line 12) and the labels for subtrees up to height *h* (line 22) and comparing their frequencies (lines 4--6). The complexity of this procedure is *O*(*hm*), with *m* being the number of edges in the graphs \[[@CR22]\]. The parameter *h* allows us to control the trade-off between performance and precision.

Notice that thanks to how our graph abstraction process is defined (types and attribute values as labels), the similarity value computed by the kernel is implicitly taking advantage of topological, type and attribute value information from the instance.

Clustering {#Sec5}
==========

Clustering is one of the fundamental tasks in the field of Machine Learning (ML). Intuitively, it consists in the analysis of a collection of elements to identify groups of similar individuals, for a given definition of "similarity".

**Algorithm Selection.** Several algorithms have been proposed for this task \[[@CR29]\]. There is no single "best" clustering algorithm: the most suitable one depends on the collection being analyzed. This is because the strategies for finding clusters can be very different. For example, *means* and *medoids* are different definitions of the "center" of a cluster, and algorithms like *K-means* and *K-medoids* aim to find the best location for those centers. On the other hand, methods like *hierarchical clustering* initially consider each element as a cluster and then iteratively merge the two nearest clusters.

In order to select which clustering algorithm should be used, the required input information should be considered:**Feature versus Kernel methods**: Some algorithms like *K*-means require each element to be described by a vector of features (relevant characteristics) of a fixed length. Meanwhile, other algorithms like hierarchical clustering only require a distance (or similarity) measure among pairs of elements.**Target number of clusters**: Algorithms like *K*-means or *K*-medoids require knowing the target number of clusters a priori. Conversely, algorithms like hierarchical clustering do not require this information beforehand.

In our context, the elements we are trying to cluster are labeled graphs abstracting the outputs of a model finder. The number of target clusters is unknown a priori and, as discussed in the previous section, we will be using a similarity metric. Given this setting, we have chosen hierarchical clustering.

**Choice of Number of Clusters.** Hierarchical clustering computes a hierarchical structure called *dendogram*, a tree that describes the order in which clusters should be merged according to their similarity. A clustering is obtained when we decide where (in which level of the tree) the merging should stop. In order to decide that, we can use *cluster validity indices*, metrics that measure the quality of a clustering. In a good clustering, elements within a cluster should be very similar and very dissimilar to elements in other clusters. The metric is evaluated in each level of the tree and the clustering providing the optimal value is selected.

In this work, we have used the *silhouette coefficient* \[[@CR19]\], a classical metric that measures the average distance to elements in the same cluster compared to the minimum of the average distances to elements in other clusters. It provides a value in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[-1,1]$$\end{document}$ range (higher is better), where values below 0.5 signal a bad fit in the clustering. As mentioned previously, the clustering achieving the highest average silhouette width is selected as our output.

Experimental Results {#Sec6}
====================

In order to assess the computational effort of the proposed method and the usefulness of its output, we have performed several experiments. These experiments aim to answer the following research questions:**RQ1.** How does the execution time of the method compare to model finding?**RQ2.** Do the resulting clusters provide a concise yet diverse summary of the model finder output?**Experiment Design.** We have analyzed a collection of Alloy models provided in the Alloy GitHub model repository[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}. Among them, we have chosen examples dealing with the generation of examples or counterexamples, rather than proving their absence. These type of models could be used for validation and testing, and thus they are the target of the proposed method. For these models, we have used the Alloy Analyzer to generate up to 100 instances (less if there are not enough valid instances available). Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} provides information about the size and complexity of these models: the number of signatures (**Sig**), fields (**Fields**), facts (**Fact**) and predicates (**Pred**) in each Alloy model.Table 1.Summary of the models analyzed with the Alloy Analyzer.ModelDomainSigFieldFactPredchord-bug-modelChord distributed hastable lookup protocol48315file-systemGeneric file system7403firewireLeader election in the Firewire protocol1516215flip-flopFlip-flop state machine6812genealogyGenealogical relationships5241grandpa"I am my own grandfather" puzzle3332philosophersDining philosophers problem3512railwayTrain safety in a railway system4536reset-flip-flopEvolution of a flip-flop7812

**Implementation.** We have implemented our method as two separate components. First, we have developed a Java program that calls the latest version of the Alloy API (5.0.0) to compute a collection of instances and generate their graph abstraction. The output of this tool is stored as a set of files in GML format. Then, a R script reads the GML files, computes the graph kernel and performs the clustering. This script takes advantage of existing libraries for representing graphs (the igraph package[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}), similarity analysis among graphs (the graphkernels package[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"}) and clustering (the cluster package[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"}).

The experiments have been performed on a quad-core Intel i5-760 2.8 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. On the software side, we have used Java 9.0.4 64 bits and R 3.50 64 bits. With respect to the settings, Alloy has used MiniSat as the SAT solver back-end with the highest amount of symmetry breaking (symmetry=20). Regarding the graph kernel, the Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel has been used with the default number of iterations ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h=5$$\end{document}$).

Execution times have been measured in each step of the computation: the Alloy analysis, the graph abstraction phase and the kernel and clustering phases.Table 2.Experimental results.ModelExecution timeOutputModelScopeInstfindingAbstKernClustTotal\# ClSilchord-bug-model252498 ms169 ms90 ms30 ms289 ms50.31file-system5100825 ms165 ms180 ms30 ms375 ms30.99firewire2--71001474 ms209 ms180 ms40 ms429 ms30.76flip-flop10100652 ms203 ms180 ms50 ms433 ms20.04genealogy6100830 ms129 ms140 ms50 ms319 ms330.45grandpa448554 ms88 ms70 ms40 ms198 ms20.96life3--61001681 ms283 ms180 ms40 ms503 ms140.30philosophers41001539 ms157 ms160 ms40 ms357 ms20.30railway1--4100735 ms179 ms170 ms30 ms379 ms500.46reset-flip-flop10100672 ms250 ms160 ms40 ms450 ms140.48

**Results and Discussion.** Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows, for each experiment, the scope used in the analysis (**Scope**) and the number of computed instances (**Inst**). Notice that for two models there were less than 100 satisfying instances. Then, we describe the time (in milliseconds) required by Alloy to compute the instances (**Model finding**), compared to the time taken by the different steps of our method: graph abstraction (**Abst**), graph kernel (**Kern**) and clustering (**Clust**). The total time for the three steps is reported as well. Finally, we list the optimal number of clusters (**\# Cl**) identified by our method and the silhouette coefficient (**Sil**). As mentioned in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, the silhouette is a value in the \[−1,+1\] range that estimates the quality of the clustering (higher is better).

Considering these results, regarding RQ1 (efficiency) the execution time of the method is always below 0.5 seconds and less than the time required by Alloy to compute the instances. This was somewhat expected, as the computational effort of our approach depends on the number of instances and their size, but it is unaffected by the hardness of finding instances, the decisive factor in Alloy's execution time. Therefore, we can conclude that using our approach does not incur in a significant overhead with respect to using the model finder.

With respect to the scalability of our approach, let us consider the computational complexity of our method. We consider two parameters in this analysis: *n*, the number of instances that will be computed by the model finder; and *m*, the size (number of atoms, tuples in the relation and witnesses) of an instance. Graph abstraction performs a traversal of the instance, requiring *O*(*m*) time. The graph kernel takes *O*(*m*) time for each comparison and performs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Regarding RQ2 (quality of the output) we can see that the proposed number of clusters varies significantly from one model to another, and so does the silhouette coefficient:Models with a high silhouette (*e.g.*, file-system and grandpa) exhibit some sort of symmetry that is not being detected by the Alloy Analyzer. For instance, in file-system there is a symmetry between directory names, so in practice, it is as if Alloy was only returning the same 3 effective instances all the time. Models like this one are the scenarios where our approach is most effective.Models with a low number of clusters and a low silhouette (*e.g.*, flip-flop) highlight scenarios where all instances are very similar. For instance, in flip-flop the instance models 10 steps of a trace in the evolution of a flip-flop. All these traces are very similar, so no salient features can be used to classify them. Diversity can only be slightly improved for these scenarios.Models with a high number of clusters (*e.g.*, genealogy or railway) describe scenarios where the instances produced by the solver are already very dissimilar among them. In this case, the output of the solver was already diverse before applying our method.The rest of models, with an average silhouette between (0.4--0.7) illustrate a middle ground: some instances share similarities but the boundaries between each group may overlap or be hard to establish. Choosing a representative from each cluster ensures diversity, but there is the risk (higher for lower silhouette values) of discarding relevant instances. To reduce this risk, it would be possible to select a higher number of representatives per cluster.

To sum up, our method can reduce the number of instances to consider while preserving diversity. Furthermore, this method provides an estimate of the quality of its result that helps designers deciding when and how to employ it.

Related Work {#Sec7}
============

Several works have considered how to improve the diversity in the output of model finders, *e.g.*, \[[@CR6], [@CR9], [@CR11], [@CR20], [@CR23], [@CR26]\]. We will classify them according to two criteria: (i) how diversity is specified by the designer and (ii) how it is achieved.

We exclude from this discussion all methods designed for general-purpose solvers \[[@CR5], [@CR15], [@CR25]\], as they have not been used within model finders and they consider diversity at a lower level of abstraction (*e.g.*, assignments to a boolean formula) where some model-level similarities may be lost (*e.g.*, isomorphic instances with different bit-vector representations are still equivalent). For instance, a related software engineering problem that relies on low-level constraint solvers is finding valid configurations in a software product line. In this context, it has been shown \[[@CR18]\] that SAT solvers designed for *uniform sampling* (*i.e.*, computing satisfying assignments that are distributed as close as possible to a uniform distribution) do not achieve a uniform distribution in the set of computed configurations.

**Definition of Diversity**. The designer has different ways to specify the desired notion of diversity. Some methods \[[@CR6], [@CR23]\] need to be given a *probability distribution* that the output instances should follow. Otherwise, the designer can partition the universe of instances by defining predicates called *classifying terms* \[[@CR9]\]. For instance, for an attribute the designer may only be interested in its sign (positive, negative or zero), defining 3 partitions. Diversity is then achieved by finding instances that cover each partition.

Meanwhile, other methods such as \[[@CR11], [@CR26]\] or the one proposed in this paper do not require any input from the designer: diversity is defined implicitly by ensuring non-equivalence or enforcing some distance metric between the output instances. Nevertheless, in our case, the designer has some degree of control over the desired type of diversity by adapting the graph abstraction process, as explained in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}.

**Implementation of Diversity.** Most methods operate inside the model finder, reducing the number of instances being computed in different ways.

Some techniques aim to automatically *detect equivalent solutions* during the analysis in order to avoid exploring them. In the context of boolean satisfiability (SAT), SAT-Modulo Theories (SMT) and Constraint Programming (CP) this notion is called *symmetry breaking* \[[@CR3], [@CR10]\] and it is achieved by including additional constraints a priori. These constraints can also be added dynamically each time a new instance is found \[[@CR9], [@CR23]\], to forbid exploring equivalent instances in the future. Another way to avoid exploring equivalent instances is requiring the solution to be *minimal* \[[@CR2], [@CR4], [@CR16]\].

In search-based methods like genetic algorithms \[[@CR2]\] or simulated annealing \[[@CR4]\], similarity among solutions can be detected through a *distance measure*: neighbors that are too close to previously explored solutions can be ignored. Similarly, in graph solvers *graph shape analysis* \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] can detect equivalent or similar graphs. Nevertheless, this approach does not support features like attributes, relations or witnesses like the approach presented in this paper.

Moreover, model finders can introduce *randomness* \[[@CR6]\], such as random selection of the next value to be explored or random restarts that can help explore different areas of the search space. Another take on randomness, *randomized partitioning* \[[@CR11]\], shares the goal of classifying terms (partitioning the solution space) but generates the partitions by randomly splitting the domains of model elements. While this approach may be successful in problems with simple and local constraints, it is ineffective when dealing with complex constraints.

Finally, the COMODI tool \[[@CR6]\] provides several techniques for clustering the object diagrams produced by a UML/OCL model finder. First, it defines a feature vector encoding for object diagrams that captures, for each object, information about attribute values and adjacent objects. And second, it defines a centrality metric (similar to the pagerank algorithm of search engines) that measures the importance of each object within the object diagram. Compared to our method, this approach is specific for object diagrams: it cannot deal with features from other modeling notations, such as Alloy's relations or witnesses. Furthermore, the proposed similarity metrics do not consider information about types, structure and attribute values simultaneously: the centrality metric omits attribute values entirely; and the feature vector approach does not consider topological information about the structure of the object diagram.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

We have presented a method for addressing the lack of diversity among the instances computed by a model finder. Our approach uses clustering to group instances according to their similarity, using information both about topology, types and attribute. The method is solver- and notation-agnostic: it can be applied to model finders using different types of solvers (*e.g.*, SAT, SMT or CP) and even targeting different modeling notations (*e.g.*, UML/OCL or Alloy).

This approach is capable of computing meaningful clusters and has an execution time that is negligible with respect to that of the model finder itself. Still, as our diversity computation is an *a posteriori* procedure, it is intended for validation and testing scenarios where model finders are able to find instance solutions with relative ease. In this sense, our approach does not increase the diversity of the model finder output. However, it maximizes diversity by selecting, on behalf of the user, the widest possible variation among the output set.

As future work, we plan to define custom kernels for comparing instances that take into account specific characteristics of the input model. For instance, the invariants and multiplicities in the model can be used to identify which model elements are more constrained: this is where diversity is most relevant, rather than elements where we are free to choose almost any value. Also, we plan to look into combining graph kernels with topological and label features \[[@CR13]\] that can improve the quality of the similarity analysis. Finally, we will consider strategies for tailoring the graph abstraction to particular problems and domains.

The intermediate vertex is omitted when the position *i* can be inferred: no other position in the relation has a compatible signature, *i.e.*, with a common supertype.
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